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YOURS TO KEEP

CE MAGAZINE EST A VOUS

Tour ing w ine c ountr y with
top Canadian winemakers

Les meilleurs unologues au
pays font voir leur rdgion

HAI(UBA WILL
PUT A (HOT) SPRING

IN YOUR STEP
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DANS IJEAU CHAUDE :

LA DETBNTE COULE
DE SOURCE A HAI(UBA
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JULBO
Playing in the mountains is what Julbo from France does best. The technical,
lightweight eyewear handles speed, cold, heat, moisture, glare...any environmental
extreme-and in return, it offers precision and clarity. The Trek, shown here in
white and lime ($125-$200 depending on the lens), is just one ofcountless models
from Julbo, also available in prescription. Julbo-Canada.ca

GLERUPS
Danish by design, European
made Glerups, possibly
the world's best slipper,
er, indoor footwear, offers
barefoot, no-sweat comfort
with its natural, soft and
warm new-wool upper and
calf-skin sole. Felted to the
foot's natural shape, three
models (shoe, slipper and
boot) come in nine colours,
$89-109. From aprds ski to
cottage, relil from your feet
up. Glerups-ca
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K2
Versatillty is key in an all-
mountain ski, whether you're
skiing weekends ln the east and
a week in the west or Alps, or
your home hill sees constantly
changing conditions. With a
90mm waist width and an easy-
to-ski a1l-terraln rocker, Kz's
Amp Rictor 90XTi ($949, or $699
without bindings) is the classic
one-quiver ski that will let you
rip up the groomers and hardpack
on the mountain's frontside and
then, after a big dump, have you
collecting "see-me's" ln the trees
or back bowls. K2Skis.com
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COTUMBIA
Down on steroids-as in, Columbia's new
Turbodown, which has managed to sandwich
its Omni-Heat reflective fabric with 800-fill
goose down to offer a unique (and toasty)
insulation combo. Available in several pieces
this autumn, the Men's Platinum 860 here
($219) turns an uninsulated shell into a full
winter jacket-or wear it as a separate; it's
water-resistant! Columbia.com

tllISTCOMB
Like everything designed and manufactured in
Vancouver by'Westcomb, the mid-length Mission
Parka ($550) may have a sleek, urban aesthetic,
but as part ofits Subzero 1ine, its comfort rating
is a cozy -15 to -25"C. Insulated with a woven
blend of70 per cent 750-fill down and 30 per cent
Primaloft fibres, the ultimate in loft and warmth
will have 1.ou ready for another polar vortex.
ShopWestcomb.com

HtI.tY HANSEN
Whether you're headed into the backcountr
for days or the avalanche-patrol has just opt
the backside ofthe mountain after a storm,
Helly Hansen's Mission Stoke Shell Jacket
($350) will get you there warm, dry and con
Body temp is controlled by Helly's laser-cut
Primaloft fleece, H2 F1ow, and the waterpr
breathable, soft two-way stretch fabdc red€
the term "shell." HellyHansen.ca


